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The heart-rending autobiographical manga thatâ€™s taken the internet by storm!My Lesbian

Experience with Loneliness is an honest and heartfelt look at one young womanâ€™s exploration of

her sexuality, mental well-being, and growing up in our modern age. Told using expressive artwork

that invokes both laughter and tears, this moving and highly entertaining single volume depicts not

only the artistâ€™s burgeoning sexuality, but many other personal aspects of her life that will

resonate with readers.
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"While the subject matter is by no means light, this moving and honest slice of life will resonate with

anyone who has questioned themselves or ever been conflicted in their lives. And letâ€™s face it:

that is all of us." -- Judith Utz, Teen Vogue"The self-discovery that follows is utterly fascinating." --

Abraham Riesman, Vulture"Sheds light on the complicated emotional and mental dynamics involved

in lesbian relationships. Her story is an open, honest, and deeply personal look at her struggles to

fight back against her eating disorder, stop self-harming, and learn more about her sexuality." -- Ana

Valens, The Mary Sue"A complicated play of gender and sexual identities that Nagata unbinds and

sorts through with striking aesthetic aplomb. " -- Shea Hennum, The A. V. Club"...this is a comic that

(a) treats sex workers with dignity and agency in a medium which has been historically unkind, (b)

addresses very real themes of self-harm in a direct and honest way, and (c) adopts an attitude of

complete acceptance of sexuality fluidity." -- Katie Skelly, The Comics Journal"My Lesbian

Experience with Loneliness is one of the most powerful manga I have ever read, and it all comes

down to Nagata Kabi's openness and honesty." -- Nik Freeman, Anime News Network"No question,



absolutely, my pick this week is My Lesbian Experience with Loneliness, which was simply one of

the best autobiographical manga Iâ€™ve read." -- Sean Gaffney, Manga Bookshelf

Kabi Nagata is a manga artist best known for her autobiographical comic, My Lesbian Experience

with Loneliness.

It's a fun book to read; a very relatable story. It's personal, funny, and adorable. Clean format, and

drawings easy on the eyes (simple, cute, smooth progression). I think this kinda book would make a

spledid gift. Something you would love to share or pass on to someone once you're done.The

punctuality of the shipping was spot on. However, upon opening the parcel, the cover of the book

had already a crease on it which was baffling because the rest of the books in it were in perfect

condition.Kinda feels as though I had bought a used book on full price.4 stars otherwise.

One of the most genuine personal things I have ever read, truly great.

Read it in one breath, describe depression and social axiety very well, it made me cry at some

point.Thank you for this western edition

Really wonderful work. A deep, raw look at mental illness, queerness, and how they intersect for the

millenial generation. I personally would consider it one of the most important queer literature works

of the year, if not the decade. A must-have for...anyone, really.

Intense introspective dialog with ones Id .. an insight into the mind of a complex personality. Related

to the lonely essence

I think this work speaks for itself. If you are looking at reviews, you are considering reading this.

Stop considering it and go for it.

Very relatable. Seeing someone around my age that's struggling with identity and mental illness. I

highly recommend this book to anyone! 5 stars. 10/10

I smiled and giggled through nearly the whole thing(and welled up with tears a lil' bit too). Great

motivational material to kickstart a life of following your passions and being true and loving to



yourself!
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